
  00:50:38 Kate Sanders: Excellent customer service would assist with these 
regulations. 

  00:52:58 Steve Ridgway: For cases in which the tour operator decides to 
require vaccinations, Jeff mentioned a couple of exceptions:  religious and medical.
What about those folks who for philosophical or other personal reasons decide 
against vaccinations? Can/should we exclude them?

  00:54:58 Mary Ann Hunt: But can an educational organization require vaccine 
, if operator or country does not (we're non-profit) with the already mentioned 
restrictions? we're non-profit; also what about between now and when it's available 
to anyone who wants one. Can it be discriminatory on point?

  00:58:07 kevin conley: lots of countries countries require yellow fever 
vaccination … don’t our operators require to see it for compliance?

  00:59:51 Mary Ann Hunt: Steve Ridgway, just my non-legal opinion is yes, 
exclude them. They can travel on their own or with a less safe group. Philosophical 
or political exception is a slippery slope.

  01:00:51 Mary Ann Hunt: I think requiring  it would be *better* for 
marketing.

  01:02:47 kevin conley: What power does having participants “sign”: 
(virtually) a code of conduct or Conditions of Participation agreement?

  01:03:18 Rob Fure: What about our obligation to protect our passengers 
from each other as we travel in close proximity with each other?

  01:03:39 Mara DelliPriscoli: If all the airlines band together to require
vaccines -- then a lot of questions about requirements of a vaccine or not is then 
moot.

  01:04:49 Kate Sanders: I don't think airlines will require the vaccine. A 
lot of travelers are under the age of 18 (and 16 for J&J) and they are not advised 
to be vaccinated.  You would eliminate a major market - family travel

  01:04:58 kevin conley: to Rob’s point: Can the tour directors be trained 
and required to enforce rules such as masking, distance, etc? I know that most are 
working for tips. Will they feel repressed due to that?

 - Do Operators need to re-vet their TDs to makes sure that they are capable of
enforcing the rules?

 - What is the liability of not enforcing CDC guidelines?
 - How responsible re we for the health and safety of other partcipants?

  01:06:47 Todd Nielsen: Catherine, would you share more of the language of 
what you called the Covid Commitment?

  01:06:49 Mary Ann Hunt: Kate, yes my earlier point: If it's not available to
EVERYONE, can you require it?

  01:07:20 Meg Annacone-Poretz: Operator needs to know what entry 
requirements are per Rodney, which "negates" personal responsibility? Our travelers 
are going to look to us to educate them on what's needed to travel as a benefit of 
traveling with a group, no?

  01:08:05 Krystle Ellis: Could  this document be uploaded to the ETC site for
covid resources?

  01:08:29 Jared Dial: ^^Second that
  01:08:33 Tiffany Newman: Regardless of the safety, liability and legal 

considerations re: requiring vaccination (or negative COVID test, etc.)  having some
rules in place (with the caveat that they may change depending on country 
restrictions, etc.) in order to join the trip, could help make travelers feel 
comfortable in placing a deposit. I agree with the preference to defer to the 



country, airline, etc., but that may not happen in time for marketing.
  01:08:46 Mara DelliPriscoli: Yes the doc will be uploaded for all along 

with other information shared today and in ongoing seminars for members only
  01:08:53 Krystle Ellis: Thanks, Mara!
  01:09:17 kevin conley: kind of like Apple’s terms and conditions!
  01:10:33 Mary Ann Hunt: yes Tiffany, we cannot rely on the airlines and 

countries. we need to be able reassure them now and regardless of the others.
  01:16:40 kevin conley: Doesn’t the pandemic change things though Rodney?
  01:19:21 Tiffany Newman: I would lean towards including the COVID release 

copy in the existing T&C/liability that everyone booking onto a trip (voucher or new
bookings) signs.  I think there is a less of a chance someone would balk at signing 
if it is NOT a separate COVID doc.

  01:21:47 Beth Galer: I think Meg made the most important point above - 
for those of us who are planners - our travelers are going to look to us to educate 
them on what's needed to travel as a benefit of traveling with a group. We can't 
just shrug and say it's their responsibility to know.

  01:22:39 Kate Sanders: I second that. 
  01:24:47 Tiffany Newman: I agree, Beth.  Maybe we still have some liability 

release language, but obviously if we are planning the trip, we need to keep updated
re: local mandates and restrictions, and keep pax informed.

  01:36:21 Beth Galer: One thing that became clear to me last year is that 
travelers need to be better informed about the college/university's roles and 
responsibilities versus the tour operator's. Not just who holds the money but who 
makes decisions about what things. Any suggestions about how we can do a better job 
of this going forward? Just adding another paragraph in the T&C (that no one reads) 
is not going to be sufficient.

  01:38:21 Melissa Gresh: with a burden of this on a tour director, I would 
think a pre-trip zoom call with each and every TD, plus tour operator, plus planner 
needs to take place before each trip.

  01:39:28 kevin conley: Can we tell operators “we are looking for operators 
who do this, this and that” without piercing that veill of independent contractors

  01:42:57 Jean Anne Hattler: With lack of clarity on whether a vaccinated
person can still spread COVID, can we operate a trip to a country where the entire 
population has not received the vaccine or develooped herd immunity? Its not just 
about our group being vaccinated

  01:49:44 Fred Ackerman: I have changed our documentation to say within final
cancellation period (30-90 days prior to trip), in case we need to cancel the trip, 
we can only refund what we can recover from vendors with the goal being a complete 
refund.

  01:50:21 Fred Ackerman: Force Majeure is French for 2020/2021
  01:51:57 kevin conley: What if we go back to requiring deposits to be 

escrowed? would that protect us and the operators? wouldn’t the inbounds need to 
comply and take a little of the risk?

  01:53:40 Fred Ackerman: Operating mostly domestically we are blessed with 
hotels “doing the right thing” and generally refunding us. Many countries are a 
blackhole for US$. They only flow one way.

  01:53:50 kevin conley: merde! …stuff just sounds better in French...
  01:56:52 Gina Carmo: Another point re: Kevin's comment of other countries

being a blackhole is that inbound operators may want to give a refund to their 
client in the U.S., but cannot refund the same amount that was paid in USD due to 



drastic changes in exchange rate and the high fees that banks charge us to send 
money back to clients in the U.S.

  01:57:01 Fred Ackerman: Goodbye everyone, thanks for this! I hope none of 
these lawyers are cats. I have to go (get a COVID test actually as I will be guiding
a trip next week). Best of luck for all!

  01:58:04 Mary Ann Hunt: Did I miss it:
  01:58:25 Mary Ann Hunt: sorry, hit "enter" before done: I'm still unclear 

whether it's legal for any of us to require vaccine (not vaccine OR neg test) that 
1) is not available to all yet and 2) is "emergency approved" status.

  01:58:29 Tiffany Newman: In our experience, contracts with ships gave the 
ships the responsibility to declare force majeure in order to declare our 
contractual obligations null. This put us in a tough position at times when trying 
to get out of charter commitments.

  01:59:23 Carleton Shephard: Speaking of where your customers are coming 
from, for UK and European travelers on our trips, what additional protections do we 
need (T&Cs, insurance) given Packager of Traveler laws across the pond

  02:02:24 kevin conley: Isn’t Costa Rica requiring “quarantine coverage?”
  02:05:16 Kate Sanders: American Queen is advertising family travel but 

requiring vaccines. I asked them this exact question and haven't received an answer.
 

  02:05:39 Tiffany Newman: Is it discriminatory to allow the youths to not be 
vaccinated, while requiring it from adults?

  02:10:19 Mara DelliPriscoli: I always bring the yellow card with me --- 
and had to show proof on more than one occasion prior to COVID. Airline/suppliers 
never asked about it in advance.

  02:14:17 Tiffany Newman: I love the "Responsible Together" concept/approach.
  02:14:43 Mary Ann Hunt: me too, I hope we can have access to that too.
  02:15:25 kevin conley: The Tour Operators have to Commit to enforcing the 

rules. Send people home who do not commit.
  02:16:15 Melissa Gresh: @Kevin yes, and that's another layer of customer 

care and concern.
  02:16:20 Tiffany Newman: Good point, Kevin, and we need to make it clear in 

pax docs that the tour manager has that power.
  02:16:47 Mary Ann Hunt: Kevin Conley, agreed. But we need to tow the line 

and back them up when they complain to us. i have no problem with that.
  02:17:27 Todd Nielsen: A second release could actually be simply a 

clarification (not a signed release) of terms already stated in the original T&C
  02:18:19 Todd Nielsen: A signed addendum with operator might sinmply be a 

clarification of clauses such Due Diligence.
  02:18:27 Christel Aragon: Kevin, and be clear that the guest would 

have to pay for that flight home. Don't believe our tour operators will.
  02:18:29 Krystle Ellis: Thanks everyone
  02:18:39 Melissa Gresh: thank you all!!
  02:18:39 Linda Ball: This has been a fabulous session - thank you!
  02:18:41 Bethany Morris: Thank you to our presenters: Rod Gould, Catherine 

Hansen-Stamp and Jeff Ment. Thank you Tony Rango for Facilitating.  And thanks to 
all of you for coming. The ETC Community is strong because of our amazing members!

  02:18:50 kevin conley: Good point Crystal.
  02:18:50 Tiffany Newman: Thank you all!  Very helpful.
  02:18:52 Beth Ray-Schroeder (Duke): Thank you, everyone, for this very 



informative session!
  02:18:58 Mary Ann Hunt: Christel, yes of course!
  02:18:58 Patricia Tyler: Thanks so much, everyone!
  02:19:10 Christel Aragon: Great session, hope we can do it again in a 

month or two!
  02:19:11 Tony Rango: Thanks all!
  02:19:13 Jeremy Shaw: Thank you, very interesting and helpful
  02:19:14 kevin conley: um, Christel..
  02:19:19 Kate Sanders: Thank you!! 
  02:19:20 kevin conley: sorry
  02:19:24 Jared Dial: This was super informative. Thanks to the speakers!!
  02:19:43 Todd Nielsen: Thank you Bethany, Mara, Tony, Catherine, Rod and 

Jeff.
  02:19:57 Steve Ridgway: Thanks to all! Nice seeing so many of you.
  02:20:23 Carleton Shephard: Thanks everyone - light at the end of this 

tunnel!
  02:20:30 Bethany Morris: bethany@educationaltravelconsortium.com
  02:20:35 Dan Stypa: This was very helpful - thank you to ETC and the EAC

for putting this together!!  Really appreciate the lawyers sharing this insight, and
seeing so many colleagues and friends!


